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THE RELIGIOUS PROBLEM.
The political, religious, and intellectual growth of
humanity constantly produces changes in the condi-
tions of society, and in times of rapid progress these
changes may become so great as to demand the read-
justment of our institutions of government, the refor-
mation of church and school, and the reconstruction
of our fundamental conceptions of the world and life.
When the necessity, therefore, for readjustment and
reformation becomes keenly felt, problems arise.
Thus we speak of the social problem, the educa-
tional problem, the religious problem, and many
others.
The religious problem results from the rapid ad-
vances made by science. Our religious conceptions,
it is now generally acknowledged, can possess value
only if they are recognized in their moral importance.
Their dogmatic features are coming more and more to
be considered as accessory elements, which can, and
indeed often do, become injurious to the properly re-
ligious spirit.
The moral rules which we accept as our maxims
of conduct in life, must have some basis to rest upon.
We demand to know why and to what end the single
individual has to obey certain commands, to observe
which may sometimes cost great self-sacrifice. The
old orthodox systems of religion cannot answer this
question at the present daj' with the authority which
the blind and unasking faith of their adherents for-
merly attributed to their utterances; and we are there-
fore brought to the task of remodeling our religious
conceptions, in order to make them harmonize with
the present altered situation.
The religious problem has been solved differently
by men of different stamp. The orthodox theologian,
of course, denies the existence of a religious problem.
Being stationary he has not progressed with his time
;
he knows nothing of evolution, and looks upon the
advances of science as steps towards depravation.
He would solve the problem by checking all further
progress, and would keep humanity down to the level
of his own littleness.
The iconoclast, on the other hand, solves the prob-
lem by extirpating religion altogether. Like Dr.
Ironbeard, in the German legend, he frees his patient
from pain by a plentiful dose of opium, that lulls him
to eternal rest. It is a radical cure. Kill the patient
and he will cease to complain.
The religious problem of to-day does not mean
that we doubt the ten commandments. We do not
object to the behests: "Thou shalt not steal,"
"Thou shalt not kill," "Thou shalt not bear false
witness against thy neighbor." Nor do we object to
the Christian ideals of Faith, Hope, and Charity ; we
do not oppose the rule, " Love thy neighbor as th) -
self." The religious problem means that we have
ceased to believe the dogmas of the church. We
have ceased to look upon God as a person who made
the world out of nothing, and governs it at his pleas-
ure. We have ceased to believe in miracles ; we
have ceased to believe in the supernatural and in the
fairj'land which, according to the dreams of former
ages, existed in heaven beyond the skies.
So many illusions fell to the ground when the light
of science was thrown upon them ; but the moral
command, " Love thy neighbor as thyself," did not.
Science has destroyed the mythology of religion, but
it has left its moral faith intact ; indeed, it has jus-
tified it ; it proves its truth, and places it upon a solid
basis, showing it in its simple and yet majestic
grandeur.
Science teaches that harmony prevails everywhere,
although to our blunted senses it often may be diffi-
cult to discover it. Science teaches that truth is one
and the same. One truth cannot contradict another
truth, and when it seems so it is because we have not
found, but will find, the common law that embraces these
different aspects of truth which to a superficial in-
spection appear as contradictory. Science further
teaches that the individual is a part of the whole.
The individual must conform to the laws of the All,
not only to live at all, but also to live well—to live a
life that is worth living.
The properly religious truths are not the dogmatic
creeds, but the moral commands ; and it is their scien-
tific and philosophical justification which is demanded
by the religious problem of the present age. The so-
lution of the religious problem must give us a clear
and popular conception of the world, based upon the
broadest and most indubitable facts of science so ar-
ranged that every one can understand the necessity of
conforming to those laws which have built human so-
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ciety, and make it possible for us to live as human be-
ings a noble and worthy life. The solution of the
religious problem will most likely do away with many
sectarian ceremonies and customs, it will enable us to
dispense with certain narrow views and antiquated
rites, which many, up to this hour, look upon as the
essentials of religion. But it will not do away with the
moral law; for we know that that will never pass
away. It is the moral law which Christ and the
Apo-stles again and again declare contains the essence
of all their injunctions : for the whole law is fulfilled
in one word, even in this, "Thou shalt love thy
neighbor as thyself," and "This is the love of God
that we keep his commandments, and his command-
ments are not grievous."
AMERICAN AUGURIES.*
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
The evils of intemperance can hardly be exag-
gerated, but intemperance is a relative term. If we
could persuade our bibulous fellow-citizens to devote
the early morning hours of their holidays to gymnas-
tics, we might rely upon it that the evil effect of their
evening amusements would be confined chiefly to their
purses. Till we can diminish the vice itself, it might
do no harm to diminish its power.
But we could even strike at the root of the evil if
we should succeed in rekindling that gymnastic enthu-
siasm which in the time of Xenophon was the master-
passion of a refined and high-minded nation. For, at
bottom, the foolish resort to intoxicating drinks is
nothing but an attempt to pacify the demands of an
instinct which neither advanced civilization nor far-
gone wretchedness can ever suppress in the human
soul : the craving for excitement. Man is an emo-
tional animal, and in all ages and under all circum-
stances the human spirit has yearned for a diversion
from the everlasting sameness of daily drudgery, and
that yearning must be either satisfied or stupefied.
The Greeks satisfied it with athletic games the Phoe-
nicians with commercial adventures, the Romans by
conquests, the Scythians by bear-hunts, and the Tartars
by man-hunts. The modern Orientals stupefy it with
opium and their western neighbors with alcohol. Our
estimable reformers have tried to cure the evil in their
own way and the quietistic effect of their prescriptions
is not wholly lost, but there are moments when the
elder instincts of our soul awake : spirits that refuse to
be exorcised with homilies; and in such moments our
necessitous brethren go to the rum- shop, to palliate a
pang that defies the panaceas of our physical and
metaphysical pharmacies.
' American Aug
The demand for moral prophylactics will compel
our children to cultivate the art of making virtue more
attractive than vice : of superseding evil by harmless
amusements. The home missions of the twentieth
century will encourage out-door amusements. Some
of our wealthiest cities have parks, but they are too
circumscribed in area and regulations. Seventy or
eighty towns which forty years ago were satisfied with
lard-oil lamps and a weekly gazette, have grown into
cities in the West-European sense of the word ; but
their interior development is trifling in comparison
with the metamorphosis of their environs. For every
acre of ground covered with the handiwork of the
brick-layer and stone-paver hundreds of square miles
have been deruralized. Jungles and forests have be-
come farms, the hillsides are occupied by orchards and
the riversides by factories, lumber yards and fenced
pastures. Within a large circuit of every great city
land is money-; there are no playgrounds left.
The Peabodys of the future will vie in the endow-
ment of city parks, where our children can recreate
their limbs, as well as their lungs, climb trees, jump
ditches and chase each other through the underbrush
without fear of being chased by the park-police, and
where bowling greens, free music, botanical and zo-
ological curiosities and competitive gymnastics shall
counteract the attractions of the gin-shop.
Mountain-ranges are the archaeological deposito-
ries of nature. Botanical and ethnological curiosities
which have long vanished from the lowlands are still
found in the mountain countries of the old world
;
cedars on Lebanon, Numidian oaks on Mount Atlas,
tribes of a primeval hero-race in the Caucasus, abo-
riginal Basques in the Pyrenees, and mediaeval repub-
lics in the Apennines. In the New World, too, a few
tribes of the Autochthones will survive in the high-
lands. At the headwaters of the Hiawassee River a
few hundred Cherokees monopolize an out-of-the-way
corner of the State of North Carolina, where there is
no arable land to speak of, and where their next
neighbors do not envy them the emoluments derived
from such sources of income as berry-picking and
basket-weaving. In Oregon a tribe of the Bannocks
has a similar reservation in the solitude of the Siski-
you Mountains, and in New Mexico a few dozen fam-
ilies of the Pueblo Indians cultivate their maize on a
lonely plateau of the Sierra de los Mimbres.
With such exceptions, the race of North American
aborigines will have disappeared before the end of the
twentieth century. By that time game will be rather
scarce. Squaw-power will have no chance against
ten-horse power steam-plows ; in the lowlands every
square mile of arable land will be tilled and improved
by the picked agriculturists of the progressive nations
—Teutons, North-French, Hungarians, Scandina-
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vians, and a few West Slavonians. The agricultural
states of North America will be as thickly populated
as the best farming-lands of the Old World ; but im-
migration will continue till the population of the two
continents has reached its practical equilibrium, i. e.,
till the larger resources of the New World have
ceased to outweigh the larger number of inhabitants.
After that a further influx of Eastern refugees will re-
sult in a reflux, or in an overflow toward the reclaim-
able portion of the South- American swamp-lands.
The restored fertility (by tree-culture, etc.) of the
great central plateau may for a while revive the cur-
rent of westward emigration. But before that time
the climatic influences of our different states will ex-
ert their ethnological effect. The Anglo-Saxons of
Dixie will lose their ancestral characteristics, as the
Lombards did in Italy, and the Visigoths in Spain.
They will become more eclectic in politics, and in
morals more tolerant, in manners free, but aesthetic,
in religion conservative—in a word, more easy-going.
Belief is easier than inquiry. Political explosions, in
Mexico, are easier than law-abiding consistency, easier
than moderation and self-denial for the sake of prin-
ciple. Even now the family-feuds of Kentucky and
South Carolina seem to inaugurate the vendetta of an
American Italy. Cool rationalism already gravitates
towards the cooler latitudes. Boston and Chicago
will remain the headquarters of speculative free-
thought, but the chief pontiff of an American hie-
rarchy will probably establish his court at New Orleans.
The fine arts, too, produce their best fruits in a genial
climate. The "Mother of Presidents" will add a
Vancluse to her Monticellos ; her sons will preside in
the art-schools and musical academies of the future.
Historical analogies would justify the prediction that
the founder of a romantic school of American poetry
will emanate from the Southwest—Nevada or Cali-
fornia, where an Italian climate unites its inspirations
with the grand scenic influence of the American Alps.
The age predicted by F. G. Halleck, when
" We shall export our poetry and wine,"
will probably harvest both crops on the same soil.
That soil may also produce the germs of some new
form of fanaticism. Nearly all emotional creeds have
originated in the South, the founders of northern
sects having generally contented themselves with
pruning the exuberant branches of such tropical
plants. The "Latter Day Gnostics, " as Karl Vogt
calls our spiritualists, will transfer their dark cabinets
to the selvas oscuras of the Magnolia states, and rely
on the perennial summer of the South to attract the
spirits of Summerland, and on Southern chivalry to
overlook the impersonations of an occasional Katie
King.
The romance of the Jesse Jameses should flourish
chiefly in the neighboring deserts of the Rio Grande
basin. There is somehow a causal connection between
treeless countries and brigandage
; deserts seem to
develop stilletto-bristling picaroons as naturally as
thorns and thistles. Syria, Greece, and Northern
Italy have produced the finest varieties, and the seed
seems to adapt itself to the climate of Texas and
Northern Mexico. The Rinaldinis of the twentieth
century will date their manifestoes from the Staked
Plains.
But the North will remain the chosen home of po-
litical and speculative freedom, of inventive skill, of
the mechanical sciences and the " faculty of reform."
And there will be need of the latter talent. The time
is not far when the products of our Mother Earth will
cease to suffice for the wants of her children with
their present household system. We waste about as
much as we use. Our fields are full of weeds. Four-
tenths of our tilled fields are devoted to the produc-
tion of worse than useless stimulants. The sparrows
on the housetops are the chief beneficiaries of our
fire places, since four-fifths of the caloric escapes
through the chimney. Our clothes benefit the weaver
more than the wearer. We shift with annuals where
we could have perennials. Few cultivators develop
half the possible resources of their soil.
When the world's population per square mile of
arable ground shall have reached its apparent maxi-
mum, famine will teach us a lesson or two, and the
most important amendment in the agriculture of the
future will be the substitution of arborescent food-
plants for herbs. Cereals and hundreds of herbs have
to be re-planted, re-cultivated and re-fertilized, year
after year, and nearly all the products of that infinite
labor could be derived from trees that take care of
themselves, and improve with every season, while
yearly crops exhaust the soil unless its productiveness
is preserved by crop-rotation and artificial fertilizers
that involve additional toil and expense. The Corsican
farmers make very good bread of chestnut-flour. South
of the Alps a chestnut tree will outlive three human
generations, and a grove of those trees (bearing nuts
as large as pigeon-eggs) will produce 3000 bushels of
farinaceous material where the best Illinois corn-
farmers could not produce one thousand. Chestnut-
flour might be improved both by chemical and horti-
cultural means, and the castanea vera is not the only
bread-yielding tree. Asia Minor produces several
varieties of sweet-acorn oaks and one nut-bearing coni-
fer : the pistachio-pine that furnishes palatable surro-
gates for cereal breadstuffs. In pleasantness of flavor
no cane-sugar or syrup can compare with the saccha-
rine products of the Turkish sugar-plum. The finest
rock-candy can be made out of oranges, sugar-pears,
dates, figs, and Spanish cherries. The maple thrives
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in the coldest latitudes of our northwestern territories,
and in the Californian Sierras they have a sugar-pine
that will yield as much as forty gallons of thick syrup
per tree. Olive-oil might take the place of all other
vegetable fats. In ancient Athens they used to sell
it at two drachmas (about 30 cents) per amfhora of
four or five gallons, and the California plantations
might make it cheaper than butter. A cow has to be
milked twice a day and fed the year round on the pro-
duce of at least two acres of pasture land, while one
acre of Sicihan olives yields a ton of their sweet oil in
one harvest day and take care of themselves even on
poor land in all but the dryest seasons. The seed of
oil-producing annuals has to be sown every spring.
A cow isn't worth much after the twentieth year, but
an olive tree will live two centuries, and according to
Prof. Marchetti, occasionally even half a thousand
years. In the North beech-trees could be cultivated,
and perhaps improved, for the same purpose. With
the same amount of artificial selection that developed
a Delaware peach from the small almond-like fruit of
the eastern persico-trees, the beech could be made to
bear nuts as large as a plum. Bauvi-7volle, the Ger-
man word for cotton, means literally tree-wool, and
several tropical trees, especially the Bombacea, could
furnish that material in every desired quantity. Bom-
bax-wool is almost as fine and strong as silk, and the
length of the fibre might be improved by cultivation.
If we must befuddle ourselves, Kirsch-wasser is as
effective as rum, and less expensive. In the fiower
season cherries, chestnuts, and the perennial jessamine
make better bee food than clover. The pods of the
carob-bean, or St. John's bread {^Miviosa silica), are
more nutritive to cattle than turnips, and the tree is
as productive as our honey-locust. Orchard-trees that
hardly require any cultivation could keep every family
in fruit the year round. Several varieties of Scandi-
navian apple-trees will thrive in northernmost Canada.
On a square mile of ground planted with such trees
five hundred persons could live at ease where one
hundred subsist now only by the hardest labor. By
tree destruction man has forfeited his earthly paradise
;
tree culture will reconcile him to nature. A time will
come when the great secret of this earth, the genesis
of the desert—almost equivalent to the exegesis of
evil—will become a familiar fact. That time will form
a turning-point in the physical history of our planet.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
THE ORIGIN OF LANGUAGE.*
BY LUDWIG NOIRE.
[concluded.]
We have spoken of the part that appellations and
proper names very probably plaj'ed in the formation
* Translated by yluK from Noire's Die IVelt ah Entwiclielung: des Getstes.
(Leipzig, Veit & Co.)
of language. I leave it to the reader to follow out
the hypothesis I have advanced, and shall only com-
pare my theory with those that other philosophers
have propounded, to point out wherein it differs from
theirs and wherein it may be justified in opposition to
theirs.
(i ) In Herder's otherwise ingenious theory the
element that occasions and forcibly produces speech-
utterance is entirely relegated to the background.
We cannot see what could have induced man to imi-
tate the bleating of the lamb, and to attach the concept
of the lamb to that imitation. According to this the-
ory, primitive man must have been a meditative philo-
sopher, an embryonic scientist; but this, surel}', he
was not.
(2) The theory of proper names upheld by Con-
dillac, Adam Smith, and the rest, bears throughout
the stamp of the eighteenth century, which with its
customary subjective bias attributed to primitive man
the reflective powers and intelligent purpose of later
eras. According to Adam Smith two savages are sup-
posed to agree in denoting a pond, a tree, and a cave
by a given peculiar sound, and later to have con-
ferred these proper names upon other objects. But
even a tacit agreement of this character, the very per-
ception, in fact, of the pond or tree as independent
beings, required a capacity of thought that could be
the result only of centuries of employment of speech.
(3) Geiger's theory—incontestably the profound-
est of all that have hitherto been advanced— is based
on the fact of science that in all languages the object
is never immediately translated into the word, but
that concept is in every case evolved from concept,
and sound from sound. "Even proper names," says
Geiger, "were all originally words that had a mean-
ing." As far back as the science of language leads us
to the most primitive meanings of roots, from which
all words have been formed, these roots denote some
human act plainly exhibited in gesture or attitude.
When we take into consideration the fact that lan-
guage unquestionably originated in the necessity of
communication (the parent of speech), it does not seem
impossible that a sound summoning men to some
work or other may have been the first word, as yet of
very indefinite content, but which afterwards through
various similar sounds became differentiated. But just
the most important element of the soul of language
is here lacking—that tranquility which is so necessary
to reflection and the incipient fixation of percepts.
Cries of this kind are and will remain interjections, the
essential office of which is to bring about an immedi-
ate effect without the help of any further representa-
tion, especially as they are enforced by perfectly sig-
nificant gestures, which in themselves constitute a suf-
ficient language.
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Proper names are, to be sure, words of a meaning.
But if we recall to mind the particular occasions upon
which at the present day we are led to designate a
being by a name— to repeat, as it were, the primitive
process of creation—we shall find that it is upon the
occasion of the millions of cases in which we bestow a
proper name upon a man or animal. The fact that
among the thousands of proper names from certain
plausible motives we should pick out just this or that
name ; that the Indian should call his offspring Sleeper,
Runner, or Cat— this does not in the least detract
from the importance of the fact. Thus, when for a
long time we call a child by some endearing name,
like Da-da, Be-be, or Ja-ja, we actually bestow upon
the child a new name, suggested by some correspond-
ent peculiarity. We have, therefore, thing and name,
and not concept from concept. This point must not
be underrated. It clearly speaks, in addition to the
reasons previously adduced, in favor of the primitive-
ness of appellations, or names by which individuals
were called. Once again let me repeat that the rep-
resentation or percept of a congeneric being is the clear-
est of all perceptual representations : the calling bird
possesses it as distinctly as it does the innate percept
of its nest. The perception of limbs, of parts, or of acts,
is an advanced abstraction. But the percept and
recognition of congeneric man was so natural to the
primeval human being that he applied it to everything
and believed that every force acting upon him eman-
ated from a will like his own
—
just as a dog will bark
at the wind because he believes that it blows inten-
tionally against him. And the most natural, simplest,
innate, and, at the same time, the most interesting
percept must have been earliest fix.ed by a sound, and
have shaped itself into the first word.
I revert again, in conclusion, to the hypothetical
example before adduced, in which the war-cry of a tribe
was supposed to become, among neighboring tribes,
the designation of that tribe. If it is true, as it cer-
tainly must be, that the tribal community during the
earliest periods of social life wholly absorbs and subor-
dinates the individual so that he can scarcely as yet be
conceived as individualized, the hypothesis which I
advanced as the possible origin of speech obtains a
certain degree of probability; and granting that at
any time but a single representation became connected
with the word, it follows that the hitherto dormant pow-
er of creation of language must have been thereby stim-
ulated, and have begun its at first hidden and humble
activity, until at last the day dawned when the orig-
inal springlets broadened into a river, and the rivers
into the boundless ocean of the human mind as
evolved through language.
Let the reader but endeavor to recall to mind when
and under what circumstances the most immediate
and hardly controllable impulse to utter a sound
arises, and he will be obliged to admit that it is at
the moment of the highest exultation of happiness
(the huzza of the mountaineers), or of deepest sorrow.
This impulse is not granted insociable beings. Beasts
of prey have only decoy-calls and sounds that excite
fear. Cold-blooded animals possess no utterance of
the kind whatsoever. Hence the most primitive im-
pulse to the utterance of sound originated first of all
in the feeling of sympathy, and had the power, also,
to awaken sympathy.
But there is a fact of observation far more import-
ant still, to the effect that whenever a common feeling
becomes very intense, particularly when a common
sensation, or the consciousness and impulse of com-
mon action, takes possession of men, sound spon-
taneously and involuntarily awakes in the vibratory
organs of our body and bursts irresistibly forth. Any-
one, who as a boy, has been caught with the enthus-
iasm of juvenile combat, or anyone who on some im-
portant emergency has lent a hand in common to some
urgent work, for example, to pull ashore a ship in
distress—will at once understand the truth of this
remark. The howl of the baboon, in putting a pack
of dogs to flight, is the prototype of this impulse
within the animal world.
Sounds like these, accordingly, must have been es-
tablished and developed with certain pecularities dur-
ing that pre-linguistic period when man still lived as
an associate member of a tribe or a herd, and it is a
perfectly consistent inference to assume that the diver-
sities and contrasts of the separate tribes were attached
and clung to these highly characteristic sounds.
In this way I have accepted and fully utilized
in my hypothesis all that is undoubtedly true in the
theory propounded by Max Miiller, which, we will re-
member, was, that a certain sound is peculiar to every
being, and that the spontaneous utterance of this
sound is the most immediate expression of its nature.
What I regard as the chief excellence of my
hypothesis is this : that it alone can explain how man,
amidst the fleeting, ever dissolving world of phenom-
ena, acquired the faculty to isolate a thing, to retain
it and to unite it with the word as a permanent percept-
ual existence ; a faculty denied all animals, and which
in the course of natural development has led to gen-
eral concepts and to the origin of human reason.
The first words were appellations of tribes or indi-
vidual men ; and their perceptual content comprised
all that was known or observed of these tribes and
men.
Even at the present day these words are of all words
the most significant. Let the reader only ask him-
self whether he knows of any word replete with greater
significance than that representing a beloved being,
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or than words like : The Romans, Shakespeare, Bee-
thoven.
But to close. In the statements above presented,
I have endeavored, by the aid of the established re-
sults of modern linguistic research, to construct the
lines by which a point is to be approximately deter-
mined that to further research must have remained
inaccessible.
The reader must not forget that I have merely
sought, in my hypothesis, to disclose the possible
origin of language. In this obscure province, of
course, certainty can never be attained. In conclu-
sion, therefore, I shall propound another hypothesis,
which likewise comprehends the possible origin of
speech, and which is likewise worthy of our attention.
It is a peculiarity of the law of evolution, which
may be found corroborated in the most diverse fields,
that a number of co-operating forces or factors may
produce a direction of development that is virtually
amazing in view of the fact that it makes directly in
favor of an apparently wholly immaterial element, and
is guided by the same. We are very apt to forget,
herein, that the stronger forces balance one another,
and that the insignificant factor—like the drop of
water that causes the glass to run over—naturally
gains a decided preponderance. I shall give a few
examples.
That Louis Napoleon, in the year 1849, could open
the way to his subsequent political success was owing
in a great measure to the circumstance that the other
national parties were engaged in violent quarrels
;
that no reconciliation or mediation seemed possible,
and that partly weary of internal strife, and partly
prompted by the notion that the "president" would
prove a "mannequin," an " i?nbecille," the people at
last accepted his dominancy. Such really is the ra-
tional explanation of the historical evolution of France
for a period of more than twenty years. And frpm
exactly similar causes—from the implacable hatred of
Legitimists, Orleanists, Bonapartists, and Socialists
—
grew up the septennate of Mac Mahon. We thus see
that from the co-operation of different forces there fre-
quently results an intermediate phenomenon, which
is entirely different, the mdividual traits therein not
being recognizable.
I shall further illustrate this point by a notable ex-
ample borrowed from aesthetics. In Schiller's beauti-
ful ballad "The Cranes of Ibicus " lyDic Kraniche des
Ibykus) the exclamation of the murderer: "Behold
Timotheus, the Cranes of Ibicus ! " i^Sieh da, sieh da,
Timotheus, die Kraniehe des Ibykus') has been mis-
understood by most readers. Or, they will say that it
is trivial, that the poet, suddenly from his lofty style,
drops into the commonplace. This is a great mistake,
a lack of sound aesthetic discernment. One thinks
that the impressive chorus of the Eumenides ought to
have been followed by a divine voice, crying : The
murderer of Ibicus is Timotheus ! Another maintains
that the murderer, deeply affected, ought to have
rushed into the midst of the arena, and exclaimed : I
committed the deed ! A third believes that the cranes
ought to have pounced on the murderer and thus drawn
upon him the revenge of the people. But the great
poet skilfull}' avoided such lame methods, and chose
an intermediate expedient that implies and includes
the ones above suggested. For, in that the murderer
at the appearance of the cranes utters his indiscreet
cry, (i) the cranes have actually fulfilled their mis-
sion (we behold the stately, ominous flight of the
silent accusers, amidst the stillness of the crowded
amphitheatre); (2) the Eumenides also have revealed
their power, because amid general consternation and
awful silence the name of the murderer loudly re-
sounded
; (3) the murderers have really and truly,
against their wish, impeached themselves.
It would thus be well for our sesthetical critics, in-
stead of attempting to shine by their own feeble light,
ever and deferently to seek instruction and enlighten-
ment from the grand and inspired instincts of our
great poets.
But to revert to the subject of language. At its
origin we had to assume two main factors ; namel}',
visual representation, or the inner perceptual image
that man wished to excite in his fellow-men, and the
means to effect this excitement
—
gesture or panto-
mime. Under the impulse of the moment this gesture
was at all times accompanied by an inarticulate sound.
If the reader ever witnessed untutored deaf and dumb
people trying to express their wants by means of ges-
ture-language, he will thoroughly understand what I
mean. Gesture, accordingly, is the main point
;
sound is only an accompanj'ing subsidiary element.
Now, this sound which with different gestures, took
on peculiar modifications, by virtue of this very
differentiation was able to attain a still more signifi-
cant kind of independence. * And if we merely sup-
* There is still another phenomenon within the domain of human activl ty
that presents a striking analogy to this process \ namely, the assumption by
money of the function of exchange of goods. Money has become, in the true
sense of the word, a representative value. Still, in the beginning, when trade
by barter existed, the precious metal was obviously a subordinate medium of
exchange, because its practical value was inferior to almost all other things
that served the needs of man. But its various properties—its divisibility, the
posibility of easily preser.ing it a long time, and many other advantages
—
soon caused it to be received instead of all the others, as a un versal medium
of exchange. When more rapid circulation was demanded, a new species of
representation—bills of exchange and paper money—took the place of metal-
lic currency. Money, upon the whole, is a highly instructive subject for the
theory of evolution, because in money the characteristics of evolution are
symbolized as a particular distinct phenomenon, extending over great histor-
ical periods of time. As the word serves the mind alone, and is detached from
the things, so money serves only to effect the exchange of objects, for it never
occurs to one to consider its practical value adaptable for any other purpose, as
for ornaments, etc. Such is the essential nature of function. In the same
manner in animal organisms, lire originally homogeneous parts, through con-
stant activity, that is, through evolution, have been fitted for the assumption
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pose two primitive roots, for example He, he, or Ge,
ge, the call accompanied by the represented idea that
the individual called is to come, and Haw, /mzu, denot-
ing that he is to go—we already have an origin of lan-
guage from which the same roots might evolve into
others. In anticipation of the shallow irony of ad-
verse critics, I shall baptise this theory of mine the
Gee-haiv theory, and ask whether even the calls of
peasants to their horses are not also a kind of creation
of language.
This hypothesis gains a high degree of probability
from the fact that as far as our knowledge reaches, the
oldest roots were really the expression of human ges-
tures.
In this theory are also very distinctly represented
all the impulses and motives which must be supposed
to have operated in the first creation of language
;
namely, (i) the necessity of communication, (2) the
sound emanating from common and concerted effort,
(3) the gesture that originates from the perceptual
image, and that naturally (4) is transformed into a
gesture that tallies as closely as possible with this rep-
resentation, and finally (5) the fixation of the connec-
tion between sound and perceptual image, which is
affected through frequent reiteration.
taenia semicircularis with the olfactory ; and through
the fillet {Jaquei(s), with the auditory nerve.
THE THALAMIC REGION OF THE BRAIN.
The upward continuations of the medulla are
called the Crura (singular cms), the legs of the
brain. They are the stems on which the Brain
stands. These Crura consist on each side of two
parts : the front part shows coarse longitudinal fibres
emerging from the upper margin of the Bridge, called
crusta (the crust) ; the hind part, covering the crusta,
is called /c^g-OT^w/wOT, (German ZTizz//'^, cover). Between
both, on the upper surface of the crusta, where the
tegmentum covers it, is seen a dark portion, called
locus niger (the black spot).
The dorsal part of the tegmentum shows a narrow
tunnel called aqiiadiictiis Sylvii, which connects the
third and fourth ventricles. The upper roof of the
aquaduct is overarched by the two fillets, which here
decussate, and upon which the Four Hills rise.
Out of the tegmentum on each side a thick gang-
lion grows, called thalamus opticus, the lower part of
which is the cushion or pulvinar. The Thalamus re-
ceives ascending fibres not only from the tegmentum
but also from other sources. Through the external
optic ganglion {corpus geniculatum exterius), it stands
in connection with the optic nerve ; through the
of certain functions. I believe, that if in tlie days of trade by barter we had
told anybody that the time would come when we could pay for houses and
commodities with a few pieces of rag paper, the man would have regarded us
as crazy, just as the adversaries of the theory of evolution regard him who
now maintains that the nerves, those wonderful conductors of sensation,
were actually evolved up to this function from originally homogeneous, equally
sentient elementary cells.
The stem of the brain (or crus cerebri) consists of the crusta which lies in
front, and the tegmentum which covers the crusta.
The optic nerve divides into two branches. The superior branch passes
into the corpus genicttlatum e.vteriits (the external optic ganglion) which stands
in connection with the thalamus—this part of the thalamus is C2\\q^ pulvinar
(cushion t—and passes into the Anterior Hill [A) of the corpora quadrigemina.
The lower branch passes through the corpus getiiculatiim interius into the
Posterior Hill (P).
The fillet Klaqueus) consists of three nerve bundles that connect the Four
Hills and perhaps also the thalamus with fi) motory fibres of the spinal cord,
(2) the trigeminus, and (3) the auditory nuclei. A decussation of the fibres of
the fillet takes place under the Four Hills.
The anterior two of the Four Hills are in some
way related with vision as a sensory process ; while
the posterior hills exercise a decided influence upon
the motory actions of the eyes. Animals in whom all
the parts down as far as the apparatus of the Four
Hills have been removed, exhibit not only all the usual
reflex motions against light (e. g., contraction of the
iris), but are also able to regulate other motions by
what they see. When trying to escape they avoid ob-
stacles placed in their way, they follow with their head
the motions of a light, etc. Thus it appears that the
Four Hills, independently of the higher brain-organs
(especially the Striped Body and the Hemispheres),
exercise some regulative influence upon ocular and
other muscvilar motions.
According to Dr. Luys's hypothesis, the Thalamus
ought to be considered as a condenser of sensory im-
pressions, and the Striped Body {corpus striatum'), a
condenser of motory impulses. This, however, agrees
neither with anatomical facts nor with pathological
and experimental observations. It is irreconcilable with
the results of Meynert's investigations. "Neither can,"
says Wundt, "the connection of all sensory tracts
with the Thalamus be proved, nor, on the other hand,
is its connection with motor tracts to be doubted."
The fillet {laqueus. Germ. Schieife) consists of several
tracts among which there are motor nerves entering
in their peripheral course the spinal cord.
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Prof. Schiff proved by experiment that if in an
animal one Thalamus is cut through, a disturbance
will be observed in the direction of the animal's walk
and in the position of its legs. Instead of walking on
in a straight line, it moves in a circle. If the section is
made through the posterior third of the Thalamus, the
animal will turn towards the side of the non-injured half
of the brain ; if it be further in front, it will turn in the
opposite direction. The French call these strange dis-
turbances " moiivements de manege," because they are
like the epicyclical manoeuvers of horses in circuses.
HORIZONTAL SECTION OF THE BRAIN, THROUGH THALAMUS AND CORPUS STRIATUM,
SLANTING DOWN ON BOTH SIDES FROM THE MEDIAN LINE. (After Ediflger,)
The nucleus caudatus is on both sides cut in two places. The thicker
section, joining the two parts seen in the cut, is its head, the smaller its tail.
The head borders in front on' the descending part of the corpus callosum
{Balkcn), Its tapering body stretches along the thalamus, so as to separate
the concave surface of the thalamus from the corona radiata.
The lenticular body consists of three stripes, the outer one being the shell
or putamen, the two inner ones the globus pallidas.
The lenticular body and nucleus caudatus constitute the Striped Body.
A bundle of radiating fibres, passing to the occipital lobe, are the paths of
the optic centre. The claustrum or Wall is a gray layer of unknown functions
situated underneath the insula.
These motions are determined by an abnormal
position of the body, as can be observed even when
the animal is at rest. If the section is made through
the hind part of one Thalamus, the animal turns its fore-
feet round towards the side in which the injury has
been made, while neck and vertebral column are
turned in the opposite direction. "An animal" (says
Wundt, from whom this account is taken) "will nat-
urally move in the indicated abnormal direction, if it
gives the same quantity of innervation to the intended
movements as before, in a similar way as a ship will
be thrown out of a straight course by a turn of the
rudder." If the anterior part of the Thalamus be in-
jured, the neck and feet take a position just in the
inverse direction ; hence the inverse movement.
The Thalamus, accordingly, is a reflex centre that
controls or influences certain motor nerves ; and we con-
sider it as the organ of co-ordination for the nervous
tracts of the tegmentum. An animal whose Hemispheres
and Striped Body are removed, is able to execute all
motions however complex ; a fact which ought to be
impossible according to Dr. Luys's theory.
Dr. Luys, it seems, was induced to propound this
hypothesis because lesions of the Thalamus, although
they cause disturbances, do not produce any paralysis.
This, however, will find a sufficient explanation, if we
consider that, in the extremely complex brain mechan-
ism, there are other channels which will send sensor}-
impressions to the hemispheres even if the co-ordinative
centre of the tegmentum and other sensory nerves be
excluded. An injury to the Thalamus may produce
disturbances, as in the experiments above described.
Yet these disturbances can and indeed they will be
corrected after some time if but the other tracts that
connect the hemispheres with the sensory organs re-
main uninjured ; and thus the symptoms will eventuall}
disappear. The rotatory motions {inouvements de ma-
nege') will cease to be noticeable within six weeks,
and this fact, it seems to me, corroborates our suppo-
sition that the Thalamus is an organ of co-ordination
inserted between the tracts of the tegmentum and
the optic nerve on the one side and the hemispheres
on the other. Its function, however, can be per-
formed by the Hemispheres as well
—
perhaps with a
greater effort of conscious attention—and a patient,
suffering from a lesion in the Thalamus may become
accustomed to it.
This would explain why the pathological reports of
post mortem examinations in which a degeneration of
the Thalamus has been proved, throw little, if any,
light, upon the subject.
For special students of physiology, the following
passage, quoted from Dr. C. Wernicke {Lehrbucli der
Geliirnkrankheitcn I, p. 191), may be of interest :
" In the case of a girl of fourteen years, a tuberculous subject,
Meynert observed a pathological condition o£ the head, spinal
column, and upper extremities, lasting seven weeks, which he
thought analogous to the condition produced by Schiff's section of
the posterior part of the left thalamus in animals. His diagnosis
was accordingly, degeneration of the left thalamus. The head and
spinal column were turned to the right, the head having also a
downward inclination, and there was a slight curvature of the
spine pointing to the right side ; the right arm was flexed and the
left kept extended. If by manipulation the opposite movement
was executed, considerable resistance was experienced. After-
wards the left arm was also flexed but now offered little resistance
to extension,
'
' The posture of this girl, whose mind was previously affected,
seemed to rest on fixed ideas ; but it could be voluntarily given up.
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upon the occasion o£ rare exercises of will power to which she
could be brought. Consequently there was no p'aralysis.
" The state of affairs experimentally produced by Schiff and
which he has attributed to paralysis, Meynert did not conceive as
such. For a rabbit prepared in this way was, as Schiff reports,
still able to wipe mustard from its nose, with the paw supposed to
be paralyzed. Moreover the same change of position took place
in animals also, the hemispheres of which Schiff had previously
removed. According to Schiff's own view such animals are not
capable of voluntary motion but only of reflex motions. Under
these circumstances, the paralysis of flexors or extensors could not
possibly make the antagonistic groups predominant. Consequently
some other explanation of this change of position was necessary,
and Meynert finds it in the supposition of an interruption of cer-
tain paths of muscular sensation. That such paths must be con-
tained in the thalamus, respectively in the Four Hills, is proved
by the experiments of Goltz. Frogs whose hemispheres are re-
moved, and in whom the mentioned ganglia are preserved show a
wonderful adaptation for restoring the disturbed equipoise, if the
place on which they sit is put out of its equilibrium. In frogs
whose hemispheres are intact, the thalamus must accordingly be a
centre of the muscular sensation in which this disturbance takes
place.
" A lesion of the thalamus as produced in the experiments of
Schiff, according to this conception, leads consciousness astray
concerning the position of the body. This girl had no muscular
sensation in certain muscular regions, and she tried to attain it,
through forced contraction of these very same muscles, the fle.xors
of the right, and the extensors of the left arm. In the left thala-
mus accordingly, the flexors must decussate, whilst the extensors
• do not. The former would correspond to the roots of the tegmen-
' tum, decussating in the thalamus through the posterior commis-
sure, the latter to the InmiiKc mediillares, which do not decussate.
If the degeneration extends to the left side, the flexors of the left
arm are attacked also ; in that case the muscular sensation of both
extensors and flexors was missing. Hence the rigidity of the arm
was changed during the progress of the disease to a loose con-
dition of flexion easily overcome."
The Four Hills and the Thalami are the most im-
portant parts of the thalamic region, yet there are a
few more structures which deserve at least a passing
mention.
Between the Thalami and the Four Hills on the dor-
sal side appears a small body shaped like a pine cone,
which is called epiphysis or pineal (i. e. pine-cone-
-shaped) gland. This pineal gland {conarium, Germ.
Zirbet) is interesting not only because, being the only
part of the brain that appeared single, the philoso-
pher Descartes considered it as the seat of the soul, but
also because later researches have proved it to be
a rudimentary e3'e.
The pineal gland is the larger, the lower an an-
imal ranks in the scale of evolution ; it corresponds in
certain amphibia to an aperture in the skull, and a
kind of lizard has been discovered in which under the
skin the rudimentary eye is still preserved.
This eye in the back part of the head must have
'been very useful when our ancestors still lived in the
' depths of the sea. Enemies who approached from
behind could be discovered before it was too late.
But when our ancestors changed their element and
lived on the shore, they had to expose their third eye
so much to the burning rays of the sun, that they kept
it shut for ever. And it became gradually a rudi-
mentary organ.
SAGITTAL SECTION (After Reichert).
Tit, Thalamus opticus.
P. Pineal gland (c
Q. Corpora quadriggmina, or Four Hills.
sp. Habenae conarii, the reins of the pineal gland. Thin nerve-fibres,
originating in the thalamus and entering the pineal 'gland.
cut. Commissura media; the middle or gray commissure, being the place
where the gray substance of the two thalami is connected.
c.a. Comissura anterior. The anterior commissure {seen here in a cross
section) consists of white fibres. Its anterior part is formed by crossingfibres
of the olfactory nerve. Its posterior part connects both temporal lobes of the
hemispheres.
cp. Posterior commissure. Three distinct little bundles of white fibres,
connecting both thalami.
/. c. Lamina cinerea, a band of grayish fibres.
//. Cross section of the optic nerve in the chiasma.
///. Third nerve.
('/. Sixth nerve.
f. Root of fornix.
H, Hypophysis or pituitary body.
t c. Tuber cinereum.
A. Corpus mammillare or corpus candicans. Its ganglionic nature is bette r
seen in Edinger's diagram, " The Thalamus and its Relations." -
V3. Third ventricle.
V4.. Fourth Ventricle.
a s. Aquaductus Sylvii, the tunnel between I's and V4.
i. Infundibuluin.








p. d. Pyramidal decussation.
av. Arbor vitae, or the tree of life in the small brain.
sv. Superior vermis ; upper part of the worm.
/, 2, s, 7, J. 6. Lobes of cerebellum.
There is another body hanging on the ventral part
of the brain, called hypophysis or pituitary body. It
is a slimy mass of unknown functions. One thing
about it is certain, namely, that it does not belong to
the brain ; it does not consist of nervous substance.
In some of the lower animals (viz., in the vertebrates
that are not mammals) it Hes much lower and stands
in no connection with the brain whatever. According
to the investigations lately made byFleschand Dosto-
jewsky, this body is similar in structure to some ex-
tremely active glands and thus it appears probable
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that it is not a rudimentary organ like the pineal gland,
but still serves some physiological function.
The hollow space between the Thalami is called the
third ventricle, the walls of which are formed by
layers of gray substance. The ventricle at the bottom
assumes the shape of a small funnel, called infundi-
biilum. The surrounding gray mass of the Infundi-
bulum is called from its ash-gray color tuber cinereuin.
The infundibulum, according to Gaskell, most likely
represents the primitive terminal mouth of the ar-
chaic intestinal tube. In mammals the hypophysis is
coalesced with the tuber cinereum.
Behind the hypophysis on the ventral side, at the
base of the brain, exactly where the Crura of the brain
pass upwards, we find two white little elevations, one
on each side, called corpora candicantia, the shining
bodies, or corpora tnanunillaria, the breast-like bodies.
These white little mountains are ganglionic masses
covered with white layers. They contain several
ganglionic centres, receiving nerve bundles from dif-
ferent directions. These bundles are :
1. The bundle of Vic d'Azyr, connecting the in-
terior of the thalamus with the corpora candicantia.
2. The fibres of the tegmentum, coming from the
corpora quadrigemina and passing through the red
nucleus (nucleus ruber) in the subthalamic region.
3. Pedunculus corporis mammillaris, connecting
the medulla oblongata with the corpus mammillare.
The fibres of the fornix here rise upwards and
then turn backwards and extend behind the thala-
mus so as to form an overarching vault ; they connect
the thalamus with the hippocampus, i. e., the mar-




The prefixed diagram explains the situation better
than words. Formerly it was believed that the bun-
dle of Vic d'Azyr was the beginning of the fornix de-
scending from the thalamus and rising again into the
corpus mammillare. Gudden's experiments have dis-
proved this view and show that the bundle of Vic
d'Azyr does not descend but rises into the thalamus.
The region around the red nucleus being situated
underneath the thalamus is called the subthalamic
region. It is a province of the brain, which being the
meeting place of many intersecting tracts exhibits very
complicated conditions. It is a labyrinth of interla-
cing fibres, some rising out of the nucleus restiformis,
some out of the capsula interna, and some out of the
thalamus. They here and there gather into small
centres of gray substance, the import of which is but
little known. p. c.
CRITICAL REMARKS UPON NOIRE'S THEORY OF
LANGUAGE. *
BY PROFESSOR F. MAX MULLEK.
Before we enter on a consideration o£ Noire's final view on
the origin of language, it is but fair to state that he was formerly
a stronger supporter of what is known as Darwin's theory of the
origin of language, a theory which he had worked out for himself
long before the appearance of Darwin's "Descent of Man." "The
first human sound, " he wrote in his IVelt als Entwickehing des
Geistes, 1S74, p. 255, "which deserves the name of word cannot
have differed from the warning calls of animals except by a higher
degree of luminousness in the images which excited and followed
these calls. They excited the idea of approaching danger among
fellow-men. ... I assume that men were held together by the ties
of social life in herds or tribes even before the beginning of lan-
guage. War was the natural state, war against animals of another
species and against neighbors of the same species. It is not un-
likely that a peculiar sound or watchword united the members of
a single tribe (a kind of phonetic totem), so that they could collect
by it those who were scattered abroad and had lost their way, or
encourage each other while engaged in fight with other tribes.
Let us suppose that but once one member of a tribe warned the
other members by imitating the watchword of a hostile tribe when
he saw the enemy approaching, and we have in reality the origin
of the first human word, capable of doing what words have to do,
viz., to excite, as they were intended to do, an idea in the mind of
cognate and homogeneous creatures." "I found afterwards,"
Professor Noire continues, " that Darwin in his ' Descent of Man '
had started an hypothesis almost identical with my own. Aftter
declaring that he could not doubt that language owed its origin to
the imitation or modification, aided by signs and gestures, of va-
rious natural sounds, the voices of other animals and man's own
instinctive cries, he says :f 'As monkeys certainly understand
much that is said to them by man, and as in a state of nature they
utter cries of danger to their fellows, it does not appear altogether
incredible that some unusually wise ape-like animal should have
thought of imitating the growl of a beast of prey, so as to indicate
to his fellow monkeys the nature of the expected danger ; but this
would have been a step in the formation of language.'
" The difference between my own hypothesis and that of Dar-
win," Noire continues, " consisted only in this, that I after all saw
in the contents of the first sound of language something more
natural, more familiar, more human, viz., the hostile neighbors,
while Darwin made the wild animal the first object of common
cognition,"
A conscientious study, however, of language in its various
manifestations, and a critical survey of the results already obtained
by the students of the Science of Language, led Noire to recon-
sider his previously expressed opinions, and, honest as he always
has proved himself to be, to reject them openly when he had found
them to be untenable.
"With a little reflection," he writes, "it can be seen that
such an attempt is utterly impossible, tor the objects of fear and
* From the Science 0/ Thought, Vol. I, p. 291. Longmans & Co.
t Descent ofMan, vol. i. p. 57.
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trerabiing and dismay are even now the least appropriate to enter
into the pure, clear, and tranquil sphere of speech-thought (^'i)"f),
or to supply the first germs of it. The same objection applies of
course to my own theory." . . .
" And as I recognize the insufficiency of my own hypothesis,"
he continues, " it was impossible that the whole philosophical sig-
nificance of the problem, and the crying disproportion between it
and his own slightly uttered guesses, could long remain a secret to
the serious and profound mind of Darwin. He too in a clear and
considerate confession has admitted the inadequacy of his former
views, and I can do no better than quote his last words which dis-
pose of our common phantasmagoria once and forever ; ' But the
whole subject of the differences of the sounds produced under dif-
ferent states of the mind is so obscure that I have succeeded in
throwing hardly any light on it ; and the remarks which I have
made have but little significance.' "*
We cannot sufficiently honor the noble spirit that dictated
these words, particularly if we compare it with the manner of
other philosophers who seem to consider the suggestion that they
could ever grow wiser as the greatest insult. Love of truth is bet-
ter than even the full possession of truth,—and Darwin knew it.
In diverging from his own as well as from Darwin's view of
the origin of language Noire at the same time parted company with
Geiger, whose thoughtful works. " On the Origin of Human Lan-
guage and Reason," 1868, and "On the Origin of Language,"
1869, had formerly exercised a powerful influence on his own phi-
losophical opinions. Geiger too, like Noire and Darwin, thought
that he could discover the first beginnings of language in volun-
tary interjectional sounds ; nay, though he himself so clearly rec-
ognized the impossibility of. separating reason and language, he
nevertheless maintained, as I have pointed out, that "Language
has (rented Reason, and that before there was language, man was
without reason." It is difficult to understand this statement, and
I cannot help thinking that it was meant only as a protest against
the received opinion that language is the handiwork of reason, and
that, like many other protests, it was expressed in rather too strong
language. If he had said that with every new word there is more
reason or that every progress of reason is marked by a new word,
he would have been right, for the growth of reason and language
may be said to be coral-like, nay, even more simultaneous than the
growth of corals. Each shell is the product of life, and becomes
in turn the support of new life. In the same manner each word is
the work of reason, but becomes in turn a new link in the growth
of reason. Reason and language, even if we must distinguish be-
tween them for our own purposes, are always held together in
mutual dependence. By reason we count and name two as one.
Having done that, we keep the bundle in our mind or memory
both as a concept and as a name, and we go on making new bun-
dles, till our mind becomes richer and richer, like a dictionary,
our reason stronger and stronger by exercise, like a muscle. But
it cannot be repeated too often that reason by itself and language
by itself are nonentities. They are two sides of one and the same
act which cannot be torn asunder, an act which the Greeks alone
called by its right name. Logos.
In his last works, "On the Origin of Language," 1877, '.'On
the Origin of Reason," 1882, and " Logos," 1885, Noire begins his
argument by pointing out a well-known fact, that whenever our
senses are excited and our muscles hard at work, we feel a kind of
* Darwin, Expression of the Emotions, p. 93. I did not see formerly in
these words of Darwin's so complete a retraction of his own philosophy of
language as Professor Noire imagined, because Darwin never expressed his
disapproval of some of his followers continuing to defend it. I am willing to
admit, however, that a philosopher cannot be made responsible for all that
his followers say and do, and I know that no one yielded more readily to argu-
ment than Darwin.
relief in uttering sounds.* He remarks that particularly when
people work together, when peasants dig or thresh, when sailors
row, when women spin, when soldiers march, they are inclined to
accompany their occupations with certain more or less rhythmical
utterances. These utterances, noises, shouts, hummings, or
songs are a kind of natural reaction against the inward disturb-
ance caused by muscular effort. They are almost involuntary vi-
brations of the voice, corresponding to the more or less regular
movements of our whole bodily frame. They are a relief rather
than an effort, a moderation or modulation of the quickened
breath in its escape through the mouth. They may end in dance,
song, and poetry.
These sounds Professor Noire thinks, and seems to me to
think rightly, possess two great ad\-antages. Firstly, they are
signs of repeated acts, acts performed by ourselves, perceived
therefore and known by ourselves, and continuing in our memory
as signs of such acts. Now what is the sign of a repeated act but
the true realization of what we call a root embodying a concept,
comprehending the many acts as one ? These signs are not signs
of objects perceived by our senses, for though each blow of an
axe may be seen by the eye and heard by the ear, the willed act of
striking with the purpose of felling a tree is never perceived by
eye or ear. They are not the signs of things, but the signs of our
own consciousness of repeated or continued acts.
Secondly, these sounds being uttered from the beginning, not
by one solitary individual only, but by men associated in a com-
mon work and united by a common purpose, possess the great ad_
vantage of being understood by all.
As soon as I became acquainted with these views of Noire's
I saw how natural a solution they offered of a problem which I
had long tried to solve in a siiriilar but not exactly in the same
manner, and I could not help saying to him si:p>)icaQ. Like most
true solutions, his theory of the origin of roots seemed to be in
harmony with everything else. It was known, for instance, that
the primitive or primary roots of the Aryan family of speech ex-
pressed mostly acts, and not states, and that most of these acts
were such as we might suppose to have been familiar to the in-
habitants of cave-dwellings or lacustrian huts, such as digging,
cutting, rubbing, pulling, striking, platting, weaving, sowing,
rowing, marching, etc. Noire's theory would not only explain, but
would actually postulate these facts. It would postulate roots ex-
pressive of actions, of common or social actions, and lastly, of
creative actions, that is to say, of actions producing in a tangible
shape the result which had been intended. With such a root and
concept as to dig, for instance, it was possible to name, that is, to
know a cave, not as something dark or bollow that came accident-
ally within the ken of our senses, but as something which men had
made with their own hands and with a definite purpose, as some-
thing which was what it was meant and made and known to be, as
an object of our intellect far more than of our senses.
Again, the old question why animals should have no language,
though it had received many answers already, received a new and
unexpected answer from Noire's theory. No man would ascribe
to animals creative actions, actions performed with a purpose, and,
we must add, with a free choice, and hence animals could not
have had signs accompanying and afterward signifying such
actions.
But though I felt from the first that there was an element of
truth in Noire's theory, I was by no means prepared to accept it
at once as a solution of the whole problem. I felt quite as strongly
as others the objections that might be raised, but it was in testing
these objections that I discovered more and more the real strength
of Noire's position.
* This point ha
Emotions, chap, iv.
ell illustrated by Da
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I asked myself, if the elements of language were nothing but
roots expressive of acts, how it would be possible to express, for
instance, what we see and hear and taste. How, I said, are col-
ors to be expressed, such as black, white, blue, yellow, etc. They
are not acts in any sense of the word that could be compared with
our own acts. Whatever view we take of sensation, we seem pas-
sive in receiving the sensations of color, and the colored objects
seem passive as perceived by us. Noire's theory, however, comes
triumphant out of this dilemma.* The name of color in Sanskrit
is var«a, clearly derived from VAR, to cover. Color therefore
was conceived originally as the result of the act of covering or
smearing or painting, and not till the art of painting, in its most
primitive form, was discovered and named, could there have been
a name for color. Thus Lat. color is supposed to be connected
with oc-culere, xpu/a color, with A7"J.f skin, etc.f Another root for
painting and smearing is A«G. From it we have not only Lat.
iiiigiierc, to besmear, to anoint, tinguenliiiii, ointment, but Sk. ak-
tu, ointment, tinge, dark tinge and night, and likewise light tinge
or ray of light, Gr. OK-r/f. Here we have the first instance of the
uncertainty in the meaning of the names of color which pervades
all languages, and can be terminated at last by scientific definition
only.
Black and blue are often mixed up together, so are black and
brown, nay, even the green grass and the blue heaven are often
described as of the same hue in the Indian tongues. ^ Nor need
we wonder, if we consider the etymological meaning of these
names. In Old Norse bldr, bid, b/att, which now means blue,
meant originally the livid color of a bruise. Grimm traces this,
and Old High German phio, Med. -Lat. b!oviis, Fr. bleu, back to
Gothic lifiggvaii, to strike, and he quotes as an analogous case the
Lat. caesius, bluish. gray, from caedcr^, to cut.
Black seems to be connected with the root BHRAG. which
means to shine, and from the same source bleak, A. S. blac,
blaec, O. N. bleikr, O. H. G. pleih have been derived with more
or less certainty.
This shows how words the most unlikely to be derived from
roots expressive of subjective acts can nevertheless be proved to
confirm rather than to weaken Noire's theory.
Likewise, that outward sounds which we perceive should be
conceived as uttered by agents like ourselves is perfectly intelli-
gible. A hissing, gnashing, crunching noise would naturally be
assimilated to the noises which are produced by man himself or
by the instruments which he employs.
And with regard to tastes, too, we see the same mental pro-
cess. Sharp is cutting, bitter is biting, hot is burning, niild is
rubbed down and smoothed, sour may have meant originally
scratching, sweet, good-smelling. In all these cases our sensa-
tions were clearly conceived as produced by agents without us.
Gall by being called bitter was really conceived at first as a biter,
under the influence of what we call Fundamental Metaphor.
Noire has likewise met the objection that many activities of
sense and mind are not really activities, by showing that anyhow
they were conceived as activities by the early framers of language.
To see may in many respects be a passive state, yet when it was
expressed by ''id in video, and if this vid is the same as vid in di-
videre, then to see was conceived as an act, as the act of distin-
guishing So if iksh, to see, cdmes from a.r, to attain, it would
have meant originally striving to reach, just as intcndcre, becomes
in French entendre, to hear.
CORRESPONDENCE.
A ^WORD FOR FRANCE.
To the Editor of The Open Court :—
In a preceding number of Tlie Open Court (No. 136), in a
review of an English book, the reviewer, " M. M. T." says :
' Mr. Laing's reflexions on ' armed Europe ' are excellent, and well sup-
ported by facts of the situation. They almost make us despair of either dis-
armament or peace. Mr. Laing throws upon France the responsibility for
this unhappy state of affairs, and he supports his accusations with convincing
reasons. He sums up by saying : ' No general disarmament is possible rnless
France sets the example.' As France will do nothing of the kind, all Europe,
and especially Germany, must continue armed."
These lines are inimical, unjust to France, and calculated to
mislead the unsuspicious American reader.
When Germany is united and armed in the hand of an irre-
pressible, irresponsible, and ambitious young ruler, who craves for
first laurels, it would not be wise for France to imitate that foolish
lion of Esop which let itself be persuaded to "set the example"
of disarmament by clipping his claws and pulling his teeth, only
immediately afterwards to be ignominiously beaten by the person
who before had so great a respect for his force.
Let it rather be well understood that " the facts of the situa-
tion " evidence that ' ' this unhappy state of affairs " is in reality due
to the enemies of France only—to their covetousness. It is they
who " first " ought to disarm.
So let the candid Gallophobe Mr. Laing, seconded by the no
less candid M. M. T., advise both England to disarm her navy and
Germany to disband her armies " first."
But as they " will do nothing of the kind, all Europe, and
especially France, must continue armed."
A general disarmament will be possible only when all European
nations will have become democratic and federated as the " United
States of Europe " ;—or when some victorious prince will, by war
or conquest, have made himself the master of all Europe, and re-
stored the empire ol^ Charlemagne ; a restoration that, at Cologne,
not long before his death, the father of the present emperor of
Germany had proclaimed to be the mission and aim of his family
and people. F, de Gissac.
* Noird, Logos, p. 260.
t Curtius, CrttndzUge, p. 114.
t Powell, "Mythology of North .Ame
Bureau of Ethnology, 1881.
<:- p. 23, Retort of
FREEDOM OF WILL AND RESPONSIBILITY.
To the Editor of The Open Court :—
I MUST frankly state as a Rationalist that your editorial
" Freedom of Will and Responsibility" is not to my mind logicol
or scientific. Freewill is not necessary to responsibility. Respon-
sibility is made necessary by the law of necessity. By that law
we hold animals responsible as well as men. We cannot separate
man from the universe, as your editorial implies. You admit law
in the environment but deny it in the organism. Hagan, you say,
" proves to the Queen of the Huns his freedom of will " in refusing
to divulge the place where the treasure of the Nibelungs is hidden.
On the contrary, to my mind, he proves his subjection to law, un-
less there can be an effect without a cause. Inductively, the organ-
ism is subject to law as well as the environment ; if that in the
organism is stronger than that in the environment, the organism
will triumph and vice versa. The proud decision of Hagan was
the result of hate in his organization. He hated his adversary so
much that it gave him greater pleasure to die than to reveal that
which would please her. If he had loved her, the case would have
been diflerent. Neither the organism nor its characteristics can be
without cause.
Religion says ought, because it is adapted to man in his un-
deve'oped state. Science may say "must" forever to an un-
developed man, and he will not heed its must ; he will obey the
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laws of his being : that is why there has been a religious environ-
ment, showing a false side of things to make men fear. To a highly
developed moral man the word ought is not necessary. He must,
from the very nature of his being, perform moral acts as harmoni-
ously as the needle points to the pole. He performs them without
effort. As the tree is, so is the fruit. The basis of morals is in
the strength of the individual, not in religion. Religion is to man
what the policeman is to the thief—a whip to drive him to action.
The moral man needs neither policeman nor religion. To be in
harmony with the All is simply to have affinity with the All, not
driven to bow to the All by the religious ought, but by the devel-
opment of a character which is in harmony with it.
To my mind monism is that philosophy which recognizes the
oneness of All-exisence. and the science (not religion) of monism
teaches that the individual is a part of the whole, has to conform
to the cosmical laws of the All ; and having of necessity to conform
he is not free ; being a part of the All he cannot be free from it,
neither by organism nor environment. If religion is man's aspi-
ration to be in harmony with the All, there can be no religion after
he is in harmony with it, and when he is in harmony, science takes
the place of religion. I really cannot see any place for religion
when we grasp the truly scientific. Scientific enthusiasm is created
by being in harmony with the truth, the same as religious enthu-
siasm is created by being in harmony with error.
Yours Fraternally,
John Maddock.
[Mr. John Maddock apparently misunderstands the position
taken in the article " Freedom of Will and Responsibility." Free-
dom of will is defined, not in a theological or metaphysical sense,
but in the physical or natural sense, as the power to do that which
one wills. A slave who works because he is compelled to work is
not free : he acts under compulsion ; but a man who works because
he is eager to perform a certain work, is free : he acts of his own
free will.
The old theological or metaphysical conception defines Free-
dom of Will as the freedom of a man to will whatever he wills.
This definition is widely different from our definition "to do that
which one wills." According to this wrong view of the Freedom
of Will, generally called indeterminism, the decision of a man is
not bound, not determined by any law ; he may will as he does, but
he might under the very same circumstances will differently.
Indeterminism is based upon error , it attributes to man an
exceptional place in the universe ; he is supposed to be exempt
from natural laws, and the rigid law of cause and effect, it is
maintained, does not apply to his will.
Mr. Maddock's objections are all valid and sound against
Freedom of Will in the metaphysical sense, viz., against indeter-
minism. that a man can will whatever he wills. Indeterminism
admits law in the environment in nature, but denies it in the organ-
ism, in the will of man. Indeterminism declares that there is a
cause for every natural phenomenon, but there is no cause for
human action ; man is supposed to act without a cause. This view
is the very basis of dualism, and we have repeatedly called atten-
tion to the untenableness of its position.
Matters are very different, if our definition of Freewill is
accepted. The decision of a free man depends upon his character.
He will not yield to compulsion, but act as he sees fit. And a free
man must of necessity will and act as he does. This theory of free
will is not indeterminism ; on the contrary, it is in accord with de-
terminism.
We are wont to call a man who is easily carried away to in-
considerate actions, a slave of his passion. The action of a rash
man may be called free, because he acts without compulsion
; yet
he is not free in so far as his decision is made without proper delib-
eration. One part of his soul alone decides his will, and this part,
at the time unduly strong, suppresses all other thoughts, all
nobler ideals, and worthier considerations. His better self is not
allowed to be heard on this occasion and does not speak until it is
too late. The result of such action is called regret, or if it be very
strong, remorse.
A man who either from ignorance or malevolence does not care
to have his decisions governed by justice and rectitude, will com-
mit actions which he would have to regret if he were a moral man.
Such a man society forces by its judicial and police institutions to
do right. Such a man is not free ; society makes him a slave of the
laws of society ; " he needs a policeman," as Mr. Maddock says.
And I believe every one of us possesses a tendency to overstep the
limits of our rights and infringe upon our neighbors'. Yet at the
same time, every one of us is animated (if it were not from natural
kindliness it would be from mere egotism) by a spirit of be-
nevolence toward our fellow-beings and the good intention to be a
useful and worthy member of society. In that case, however, the
law would become part of our soul ; " the policeman," to use Mr.
Maddock's expression, would be withm us ; and in that case our
decisions, being regulated by ourselves, would be the expression
of our own character. We would not be slaves of the policeman ;
we would be policeman and subject in one person ; and accord-
ingly would be our own commanders : we would be free.
Mr. Maddock sneaks of religion as if it were superstition. He
considers religion and science as antagonistic Religion, as we
understand it, is not antagonistic to science, but is identical with
science. It is science combined with the enthusiasm of applying
its ethical results to practical life.
Mr. Maddock says ; " the moral man needs neither policeman
nor religion." This is very true because a moral man has religion
and at the same time he has his own policeman in himself, p. c.
NOTES.
We had a ghoulish habit in the array of coveting dead men's
shoes. Scouring the battle-field to strip the feet of the slain,
though perhaps a reasonable thing for ill-shod men to do, blunted
the finer sensibilities, and made us more animal and less human
than before. Metaphorically speaking, this coveting of dead
men's shoes is a vice as prevalent among our politicians in
these days of peace, as it was among the soldiers during war. A
few days ago a senator of some popularity and importance died
suddenly in a railroad station at Washington. There was a mo-
mentary shock of surprise, a twinge of sorrow, and then sentiment
gave way to " business." Before the dead statesman had been put
into his coffin there was a scramble for his official shoes, a scour-
ing of the plain having a very unpleasant resemblance to our old
habit in the army. Before the burial day had been appointed,
eager partisans, careless of the feeUngs of the bereaved family,
were showing what an excellent fit the dead man's shoes would be
for Carlisle, Breckinridge, McCreary, Geary, Neary, or O'Leary.
They could not wait for the closing of the grave before conjuring
and canvassing for the vacant seat in the senate. An attempt to
improve the commandments may seem irreverent, but the follow-
ing amendment might not be out of place. " Thou shalt not covet
a dead man's shoes."
The swearing in of Mr. Cleveland as an attorney of the Su-
preme Court was a picturesque aS'air, very American in all its
dramatic elements. It was a sight worth seeing. A man who
had been President of the United States, asking admission to the
bar of the Supreme Court on terms of absolute equality with the
humblest lawyer there, was an example of democratic simplicity
which deserved all the gushing glories poured upon it by the
press. True, it was only the form and shadow of democracy that
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appeared so vividly in the Supreme Court room at Washington,
but even as a shadow, it may remind us of the substance which
once was ours, but which, like the picture in a magic lantern, is
now dissolving into a Plutocracy, or into an Aristocracy based on
money, and on that alone. Not to be cynical, the incident is a
pleasing reminder of old Cincinnatus and his plough.
While that pictorial scene in the Supreme Court room is val-
uable as a vindication of our democratic theory of government, the
spectacle itself was not altogether free from some inharmonious
qualities which make us wish that an Ex-President might never
have to practice in the Supreme Court for money. Mr. Cleve-
land appeared as an attorney before a court, of which the Chief
Justice and one other member had been appointed by himself.
While this might not seriously affect the opinions of those judges,
yet there ought not to be any cause for jealousy on the part of the
counsel opposed to Mr. Cleveland. It would be better that a re-
tired President should never feel the necessity of practicing in a
court where any of the judges owed their places to his partiality
and favor. It is no reflection upon the Chief Justice and the
other that being only mortal men they should gratefully ad-
mire the argument of the man who had placed them on the bench.
It is rather to their credit if they find his reasoning a little more
persuasive and convincing than that of the " counsel on the other
side," to whom their Honors were under no obligation whatever.
* *
A friend of mine is about to claim a patent for the discovery
of a new social force not mentioned in books of sociology or po-
litical economics, and which for want of a better description he
calls the "Law of Limit and Overflow." By this phrase he
means a law which limits the rich man's power to consume, and
at the same time compels a share of his wealth to overflow upon
the poor. No matter how multifold a millionaire he may be, he
can eat and drink one ration only. Though he provide himself
with a thousand suits of clothes he can wear but one suit at a
time. He may, indeed, exact a ration of luxurious food, and
quaff wines that cost their weight in gold. He may for a time in-
dulge in all the licentious pleasures that appetite can crave, but as
soon as nature finds out what he is doing, she either in angry in-




This overflow pours down from a hundred streams and fer-
tilizes like the Nile, but I will mention only one of its methods
now, a potent influence in England which does more to keep the
peace than regiments of policemen. In London this law of over-
flow is an efficient antidote to revolution and disorder. Its visible
form is manifested in the thousand hospitals and other institutions
which pass under the name of "Charities," and which are sup-
ported by the voluntary contributions of rich men. These
are "charities" in the best sense of the word. You may
call those contributions restitutions if you like, a conscience fund,
or anything you please, I am only speaking of their value as a
social power, a preservative influence holding society together,
and reconciling classes to each other. The greater part of this
overflow is poured out in the lifetime of the givers, but some of it
is posthumous, a benevolence bequeathed by will. One instance
will serve as a specimen of hundreds, although the records of the
probate court in England abound with like examples.
On the second of April there was proved in London the will
of Mr. William Salter. His personal estate amounted to about
$1,200,000. To St. George's hospital he left Sioo.ooo; to St.
Thomas's hospital $100,000; to one other hospital $15,000, to
seven others, $10,000 each ; to six others $5,000 each, to two
others $4,000, and a great many legacies to domestics and other
people. Having left about one third of his estate to what may be
called the "overflow" fund, he left the other two thirds to his
family. Multiply this case by hundreds, as the English probate
records permit us to do, and we can see how powerful must be the
operation of this law of overflow, and how it acts like oil upon the
waters cf the stormy social sea. So regular and constant is this
overflow that it has become a law of English life, which may be
counted on with the certainty of rain.
There is another clause in Mr. Salter's will, which although
outside the line of argument is worth notice He directs that his
horses Jem, Jack, Charlie, Bobby, and Cherry Pie, as soon as
possible after his death shall be humanely and skillfully destroyed,
and their near fore-legs produced thereafter to his executors. I
have been a good deal puzzled to find a reason for this curious
clause in the will, but I think I have the correct solution of the
mystery. These horses were among the affectionate friends of
Mr. Salter, and he feared that after his death they might be beaten
or overworked, perhaps come down to ignominious labor in a sand
cart, or to some other degradation in their old age. Fearing that
they might come to poverty he preferred that they be " humanely
and skillfully destroyed." Either that, or Mr. Salter believed that
horses have souls, and continue their existence beyond the grave
In that belief he did not care to stay for several years in heaven
without the society of his favorite horses Jem, Jack, Charlie,
Bobby, and Cherry Pie. Let us hope that they are all enjoying
themselves there together. M. M. Trumbui^l.
NOTES.
The Western Unitarian -conference is seriously at work con-
ciliating Religion with Science. Several of the speakers empha-
sized amid the applause of an enthusiastic audience that true re-
ligion has nothing in common witn supernaturalism. True re-
ligion must fall in line with the reformation fiegun by Theodore
Parker, who gave his life's best years to rationalize Religion. We
find "Christian" criticisms denouncing the Western Unitarian
Conference for dropping the Fatherhood of God and retaining only
the Brotherhood of Man. The progress of Western Unitarianism
is maintained to be mere negation, an excision, the striking out
from the definition of Unitarianism the central, deepest, and most
fundamental idea of all noble religion—the God-idea. These
critics seem incapable of discerning the new positive ideals in this
movement. Is not a new God-idea, tenable from the standpoint
of science, greater than all supernaturalism ? Rational religion
recognizes no dogmas, but such truths only as can be justified by
scientific investigation. It wages no warfare against science and
scientific discoveries. Is rational religion no positive ideal ?
The old dogmatic Unitarianism appeared to me almost more
irrational than any creed of the antiquated churches. If I have to
believe in a Supernatural Deity, a greet and all-transcending per-
son who can whenever he pleases break through natural laws, I
see not the slightest reason why I should not in addition believe
in all the marvelous stories of the Old and New Testament. These
old dogmatic Unitarians strain at gnats and swallow camels. They
refuse supernaturalism at retail but they accept it wholesale. The
Western Unitarian Conference has given up this ground altogether,
and its members need have no fear of losing the fundamental ideal
of all noble religion. On the contrary they strike the bottom
ground of that religion which in time will become the Religion of
Humanity.
As supplementary to the essays on the Origin of Language,
we shall soon publish a series of articles by Mr. T. Bailey Saun-
ders, of London, constituting a critical review of recent theories of
the origin oJ reason.
